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#saveeveryone: ?????????????????
 
How many more Thai lives need to be saved
Whoever dare to speak with encourage and brave
Concerning of Thai king will be suppressed
Many people have been disappeared and dead
As if the country living in the cave!
 
&quot;???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????&quot;
(Brian P.,19/06/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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@ Civilian Shouldn't Be Judged By Military Court:
????????????????????????????? @
 
&quot;Put an end to trial by Thai military court
Civilians should be treated as civilized abroad
Put an end to any form of violence
How many lives have been taken?
But, respect human rights is like award&quot;
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;?????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????&quot;
(7/4/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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@ Love Destiny: ????????????? @
 
&quot;Heart to heart with the musical poetry
Sound and song come along with a melody
As love can softening our heart
Until mind and body departed
May you and I joining love destiny.&quot;
(Brian P.)
 
??????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????
(6/04/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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@ Prisoner Of Earth Planet: ??????????????????? @
 
We have been detained in the cruel planet;
Being killed, adored, abused and loved like a pet.
The world is lack of sympathy;
Kindly love is needing for everybody,
Liberated ourselves would be a way-out secret.
(Brian P.)
 
'?????? ??? ??? ??? ?????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????'
(24/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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@ Temptation! : ???????????????? @
 
Alas! she has obviously been tortured;
Gentleman shouldn't turn away from her.
It has to be done something to rescue;
No matter happened in Kyoto or Tokyo,
It's a risky of arrest when stealing the pictures.
(Brian P.) 
 
'?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????'
(25/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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@ The World Mother's Day: ????????? @ (14/5/2017)
 
Mother, you are very kind;
Your love is always in mine.
I'm very grateful you look after me;
My life of love is your delivery,
Our inclusive love will never died.
(Brian P.) 
 
???????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???-??????????????????????????
(15/5/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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@ To My Teacher With Love: ???????????????? @
 
You taught me how to read
You taught me how to write
You guided me how to repeat
I needed you to be supervised
 
You are so kind and generosity
You are patience with my foolish
You showed the way of academy
I found it easy if you notice
 
You introduced me to the knowledge
You explained the subject
You made it less complicate
I gained the point as expected
 
Thank you for you have done
But you deserved more than thanks
Teacher is the high rank
I sang a song you're the number one.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;??????????????????
?????????????????
?????????????
????????????????????
 
????????????????
????????????????
????????????????
?????????????????????
 
???????????????
??????????????????
???????????????????
????????????????????????
 
?????????????????
????????????????????
?????????????
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?????????????..???&quot;
(16/1/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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?? ?????????????: 14th October 1973
 
Forty five years ago showed their voices
Democratic demanding was their choice
But, they'd been killed and injured
It was a tyranny ruler
People now learn to make a noise!
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;?? ????????????????
?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????&quot;
(15/10/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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?? ?? ???. ???: 40th Anniversary Of Lao
 
'??? ????? ???????????????????
????????????????????????? 
???????? ???. ????????
??????????????????????????????'
 
(Brian P.)
 
Lao People's Democratic Republic,40th Anniversary,
Between MeKong river we are still love closely,
The legacy of our blood seen in traditional food,
Shall we raise our souls in brotherhoods,
Isan, and Northern Thailand can also be Democracy.
(Brian P.)
 
40 ?? ???.??? - ???????
???????????????????????????????
?????????? ???????? ????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????? ??????????? ?????????
???????????????..?????????.
???????????,
(Visa Khanthap,29/11/2015)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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6th October 1976: ? ?????? ????
 
Forty two years ago, students were killed
Thai criminal justice is so ill
As no one convicted of the massacre
Oh! the guilt of democratic protesters
So why justice in Thailand need to be reviewed.
(Brian P.)
&quot;?????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????????????&quot;
(6/10/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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75th Anniversary Of D-Day: ?????? ?? ???????????
 
It's the 75th Anniversary of D-Day
WWII caused people's dismay
Many lives lost to restore the peace
To live happily that human needed
Thanks for all fallen soldiers to change the way.
(Brian P.)
 
??? ?? ?? ?????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
(6/6/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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75th Anniversary Of Ve Day: ?????? ??
?????????????????
 
Europe was once announced the victory
Liberation was commenced and free from Nazi
United Kingdom named it the VE day
Since 1945 on the 8th of May
Now Europe is re-seized by pandemic and losing liberty!
 
????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????!
(8/5/20
 
Prayad Pantasri
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84 Years Siamese Revolution Of 1932: ?? ????????
???? ??????????? ??? ?? ??
 
'????????????????????????
??????????????????????
?? ????????????????????
???????????..??????????????????'
 
'In remembrance of 'Khana Ratsadon' Manifesto;
Ending the absolute monarchy, but people as the hero,
The democracy has long been struggled,
Whilst monarch and military suppressed the people;
For 84 years whom should be blamed as the Stupidos.'
(Brian P.)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Beloved Woman: ??????????????????
 
A grateful woman as my beloved mother;
A helpful person as my beloved sister.
She is caring as my beloved wife;
As my beloved friend she is very nice,
Oh! sweetheart as my beloved daughter.
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????'
(8/3/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Black Hole Of Heart: ???????????????
 
It's like a black hole of heart
When my love has to depart
As if the universe is collapsed
My whole life like crab!
Sweetest time is only in the past.
(Brian P.)
 
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(21/5/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Bogus Love: ???????????
 
Someone pretended to be someone else,
Made up a story and asking for help.
Then offered a lump sum,
When you hooked a payment to come,
And the time of bogus love to melt.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
(18/12/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Cycle Of Life:?????????
 
I know, dawn is on the way
Life will busy during the day
Returning of dusk before the night
As nature showed no tired!
But my routine life begin to delay!
(27/1/2019)
 
&quot;?????????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????&quot;
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Folk Tale Of Love: ?????????????
 
My love is like a folk tale,
Attractive to catch but, I failed.
Fascinatingly romantic when kicked off,
Wonderful touching raised to the top,
Sadly, it's hopping down the hill and
feel sinking in the well.
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????..?????????'
(10/9/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Food Chain: ????????????
 
A man consumes animal to survive
Animals eat plant for their favourite
Plants then grab the soil to growth
How the soil enriched its compost
Alas! it engulfs a man at the graveyard site.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;?????????? ???????????????????
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????&quot;
(29/9/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Former Fiance: ???????
 
My former fiance is happily settled,
We have had a time of uncomfortable;
She is now very much sweet.
My heart is so hardly beat! ,
Alas! it's impossible to be a couple.
(Brian P.) 
 
'?????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Goal Of Mind: ??????????????
 
Where is the mind's goal?
Heading towards North or South pole
Neither direction nor route is right
But, divine place is a price
When you find God for your own.
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????
????????????????-????????????
?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
(24/5/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Knife Crime: ???????????????
 
Why is it rising of knife crime?
Perhaps, love and kindly hearts had no time
Hatred and aggression replaced their love
Peaceful life is being disturbed
So how to softening heart is the prime.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????&quot;
(7/3/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Language Of Male Dominate: ????????????
 
They are a gang rape in language;
Thai monk, national artist and poet.
Using their roles to suppress female,
Rude and hatred are out of the scale,
Alas! it's a culture of male dominate.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????
??????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????
??! ???????????????????????????
(31/8/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Liberty Of Beauty: ?????????????????????
 
Although the liberty of travel is limited,
But the spiritual of mind is high to visit,
Why Miss World Canada is barred from China?
Alas, the politics and beauty had gone too far,
Human right in some countries clearly seen a little bit.
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Melody Of Angel's Nerve: ?????????????????????
 
Oh! a melody of Pin Thai flying with love
Sound like a heavenly music from above
Softening a bitter heart with its sweet
As life is so hard and unease
Thanks for a taste's tone of angel's nerve.
 
&quot;???! ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????&quot;
(2/7/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Pandemic Of Coronavirus: ???????????????????????
 
It`s now a global panic
WHO declared a pandemic
Covid-19 is on the run
Stay alert with hygiene at once
Hope it will be stopped with verdict!
 
???????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????
??????????????????????
(11/3/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Picture Of Parents And Child: ???????????? @
 
It`s a pic of Mum, Daughter and Dad
Our lives encountered with good and bad
Only love is strengthen the precious life
As well as a bonding of children, husband and wife
We`d get through both Happy and Sad.
 
&quot;???????????????????????
??????????????????????-????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????&quot;
(Cosmos ?????,2/11/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Remembrance Day: ???????????????????
 
It's a remembrance day
Where all heart of poppy will display
May you rest in peace my soldiers
I wish the world have no more terror
So either rose or poppy would be okay.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;????????????????????????
????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????&quot;
(13/11/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Stage Of Cocoon: ????????????
 
Underground is for a starving frog
Cocoon for larvae is an analogue
As tree with no leaves in the winter
Greenly tree will return in the summer
But life's gone forever in the morgue!
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????&quot;
(29/7/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Wildfire In South Korea: ????????????????
 
Oh! it's a wildfire in Korea
Forcing buildings & forest to be cleared
Destroy everything on the way
Please save life with no delay
Shall we pray for them with a very dear.
(Brian P.)
 
???! ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????
????????????????????????
(5/4/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Winter Of Love: ?????????????
 
When the wind blown around me
My thought'd been flown to thee,
Winter is now overwhelmed.
Closed weather is only to be blamed,
When thy love is a magical key.
 
The work of coldness winter undergoes
Now my heart covered with snow,
Winter is so lonely;
Just to open mind for the dawn of sunny,
When thy love is only hope for tomorrow.
 
Even the naked trees covered with the cold winter,
But my heart dancing with the warm summer.
Freezing air forced me to close the windows,
Opened door for your hot potatoes,
Please make sure thy love is delivered.
(Brian P.,10/12/2017)
 
????????????????
????????????????
?????????????????
????????????????
 
??????????????????
?????????????????
????????????
??????????????????
 
????????????????
????????????????
??????????????
?????????????????
(10/12/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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A Wishing Card: ??????????
 
Thank you for your wishing card,
Please accept my wishes with my whole-heart.
As our life is too short,
I'm still owe you a lot,
Hope taken my appreciation within your path.
 
Our lives can not be plotted,
Nobody wants to stay within a cot.
We all wish to live like a Utopia,
But the real world is full of smear.
Please forgive me my fault and forget me not.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????
????????????????
????????????????
????????????????????
 
????????????????
????????????????
???????????????
??????????????????
 
??????????????
?????????????????
???????????????
???????????????????
 
????????????????
????????????????????
????????????????
?????????????????
(28/12/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Accusasion In Religions: ??????????????
 
Alas! Dhammakaya is being threatened by the junta;
Their spiritual blindness turned back to Dharma,
Like Jesus was trialed by Roman ruler.
As Nithyananda's innocent with falsed accuser,
Like Buddha case of falsed pregnant Jinjmanvika!
(Brian P.)
 
'??????! ?????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????? ????????????????
?????????????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Alert! : ?????????????!
 
Volcano & earthquake will wake you up!
Daily life might be interrupted
Take care of yourself my love
Invaluable life is beyond above
Be prepared for the risk of our club.
(Cosmos ?????)
 
&quot;???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????&quot;
(30/11/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Asking The New Moon: ?????????????
 
May I ask new moon as soon as possible;
Could you please make me a miracle.
My love has been lost;
Life is terribly crossed,
Oh! the moon pull the love back a little.
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????'
 
'????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????'
(8/3/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Avoid Committed Suicide: ??????????????????
 
Oh! Life why is no longer worth to live
What made you unable to keep
So committed suicide is only way out
But soul suffering is also to count
Please think twice before jumping the steep.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???! ????????????????????
????????????????????????
 
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????&quot;
(9/9/2018)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
&quot;
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Beware Of Mud! : ???????!
 
There are sun, sand, sea and sinking mud!
Bird-watching is also worth to focus,
Beware of being sunk!
Helpless like you drunk;
Thankfully rescued by a good man in rush!
(Brian P.)
 
'?????? ???? ??????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Birthday Of The Great Thai Poet Sunthornphu 26th
June ??????????????????? ?? ???????? ????
 
&quot;??????????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????&quot;...????????
 
'???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????'... ????????????
 
It isn't a spirit, but Love made me drunk;
Hangover of Love, I could have been sunk.
Both Love and Drunk can be faded away,
But her furious remained many days.
Only forgiven can resume the Love of Young!
(Brian P.)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Black And White: ????????
 
I found myself in the dark night,
It made me think of the light.
Our spirit needing energy,
As for travelling infinity,
Facing with both black and white.
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????'
(3/9/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Bloodbath: ????????
 
It caused anguish and panic in Paris;
People get killed, so sad indeed,
Innocent crowd attacked with bloodbath.
State of emergency announced at last;
A plot of I.S. in France demanding for peace.
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
...??????????????????????...'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Brotherhood Of Lao And Thai: ??????????????
 
'It's too close to be differented,
Lao or Thai language is easy to comprehend.
Mekong river cannot be demarcated,
Love of Lao and Thai is always the case.
So we've been tighten in the same terrain.'
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
 
'????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Buddha's Ahimsa: ??????????
 
Gandhi liberated India with Ahimsa's principle;
His Civil Disobedience was so humble.
He said non-cooperation with evil is a duty;
As cooperation with good as his policy,
So Buddha's Ahimsa required for Dhammakaya settle.
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????
?????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????????'
13/12/2016
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Chasing Love Of Krishna: ?????????????????
 
Oh! I'm wondering who am I?
What is the purpose of my life?
Perhaps, I'm chasing my love.
It's flying like a dove.
But, the love of Krishna is too sweet to describe.
(Brian P.)
 
'??? ???????????????????
?????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????'
 
Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare
Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Climate Change: ??????????????????
 
The climate change is for sure
Our globe needs a reservoir
Warming may lead to drought and flood
Its cost is a human blood
Warning us to face a poverty and poor.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????-??????????????
???????????????????????????&quot;
(8/10/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Coffee For Life: ??????????????
 
Shall we have a cup of coffee
Researchers confirmed its healthy
Surely, it should promote the business
Both in public and private
 
Suggested to increase the coffee consume
And campaign of coffee production boom
So, we should enjoy a cheapest cup
Our lifespan won't be interrupted
 
Instead, it aids to prolong our lives
It contains antioxidants and many types
Reduced risky of heart disease and cancer
Perhaps, a Stroke and Alzheimer
 
Moreover, we have a chance to chat
Socialized with a coffee in touch
Take care of yourself and live longer
Welcome to the club of coffee lovers
Indeed, I wouldn't mind to have more cups but sugar cut.
(Brian P.,11/7/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Cold Hand Warm Heart:
????????????????????????????
 
Cold hand warm heart started in the winter;
I know both heart and hand are warm in the summer.
But, I think leave the weather alone;
Kindness can take care of its own,
Heart is always warm with no matter!
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????'
(16/12/2016)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Cold/Hot: ????????/????????
 
Oh No! I've got a cold;
Running nose, sneezing by the window.
Surprisingly, my fiance is really hot;
What can I do is only watch,
As bad bug spreading even a little blow!
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????????'
(10/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Cosmos In Dream Was Born: ??????????????????
 
Space probe landed on Mars named InSight
26/11/2018, the world is so surprised
The Cosmos In Dream is also created
My poetry realm was born in the same date
Hopefully, it'll be discovering the paradise!
(Cosmos In Dream: Cosmos ?????)
 
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
(Cosmos?????,28/11/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Cost The Kiss
 
# ?????????: Cost the Kiss #
 
What should be the best value of Love;
Kiss would be the first you're deserved,
Wonderful! I can say,
Sweetest of the day.
Adoring your cheek as if my dove.
(sri)
 
'????...?????????????????????
??????...????????????????????????????
???????...????????????????????
??????...??????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Covid-19 Prevention: ???????????????-19
 
Oh! how can I get away from Covid?
I've been told to keep distancing a bit
But my host cannot be relocated
As self isolation could be participated
Then I decided to be a hermit.
 
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
(29/3/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Covid-19 Vaccine: ???????????-19
 
The world deadliest virus is Covid-19
Countless of lives have lost with hardly intervened
The world is overwhelmed with grieve
Thank God people feeling a bit relieve
When human is firstly trialed with its vaccine!
 
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????!
(23/4/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Covid-19 With Passion: ???????????????
 
Covid-19 is a deadly coronavirus
The whole world is in dangerous
Fear, panic and prejudice are also being spread
But human life needing love, not hatred
Hope it will soon be restored peaceful status.
(Cosmos ?????)
 
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????? ?????? ???? ?????????
????????????????????????????????
(18/2/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Darkness Of Life: ??????????????????
 
Oh! darkness enveloped my soul
My body also getting old
Struggling to search the light
From Buddha, Allah, Shiva and Christ
But my life still trapped in the cold.
(Brian P.)
 
???! ??????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????? ?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
(17/5/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Delaying Thai Democracy: ??????????????????????
 
Thai democracy given by King Rama VII;
It has not reached the people, now Rama X.
Human rights is hardly to be found;
Injustice is widely among the crowd,
Conflict is still continue with no end.
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????? ?. ?
??????????? ?. ?? ??????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????'
(7/3/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Democracy After Death: ??????????????????????
 
Many lives of common people have been killed;
Political suppression is like an evil.
Everyone knows who are the culprits;
Shameless to the rulers and elites,
Surely, Thai democracy is only the peel!
(Brian P.)  
 
'??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????'
(6/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Democracy Vs Royalty: ???????????? ??? ????????????
 
OMG! Enforcement is needing for royalty,
While democracy is fearless freely.
How would people get the human right?
Suppression would only encourage to fight,
Is it Thailand now in the era of civilized?
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????? ? ?????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Desirable Life Of Cruelty: ?????? ????? ????????????
 
The world's life is not cruel enough;
My body has been cut in half.
You tortured and murdered my soul;
Life has been existed with no goal,
All of desires has also been starved.
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
????????????????????????'
(6/2/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Don't Commit Suicide: ?????????????
 
Oh! You may lost everything, but your life
The world isn't always a wonderful but deprived
Please do not commit suicide when you suppressed
As your mind and body need to be addressed
But in any case keep yourself survived.
 
&quot;????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????????&quot;
(3/7/2020)
 
???! ??????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
 
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????????????
 
??????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
 
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????!
(3/7/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Don't Give Up!
 
'Don't hesitate, as to be allied;
The sad world needing your kinds;
Giveaway poems with Happiness smiles.'
 
'?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Dragons Visited The Uk: ????????????????
 
They could have made a turmoil,
Snow and storm cannot be avoided.
As if they're two dragons,
Gently visited with their upon.
Suddenly freezing the whole British soil.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(2/03/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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: ??. ????
 
A nurse told me  is being infected,
My mind raised the voice to reject.
I've been used the toilet so often;
Using it with the other is forbidden,
But I'm being treated with respect.
(Brian P.)
 
'??.??????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????'
(19/3/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Easter Sunday: ??????????????????
 
Oh! my sin is within my life
No doubt that facing all sorts of deprived
Being born, aging, ill and dead
All of us have to participate
Pray to lift the sin through Jesus Christ
 
???! ????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
(12/4/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Elements And Souls: ?????????????
 
There are earth, air, fire and water;
The body has been made of these mixtures.
Then, the soul has been recognized;
Karmic process is continuously normalized,
Liberation of the soul is the goal of life's maneuver.
(Brian P.) 
 
'??? ??? ?? ?? ??????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????'
(26/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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English Teacher In Thailand: ????????????????
 
Alas! the wage of English language teacher
Thai gov. unable to make a good offer
But spent a lot for their weaponry
So knowing a bit English is a tendency
As nobody care even the Prime minister!
(Brian P.)
 
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(20/3/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Enjoy Your Life: ?????????????????
 
Enjoy your life God said;
Commit a sin no more He dictated.
I've found myself enjoy with indulgence,
But it's always a sin coherence,
Now, God know I'm a man with no head.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(24/7/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Enraged Varuna: ??????????
 
Oh! Varuna what is our guilt
A crop yield is reduced
Houses submerged in torrential floods
Enraged Varuna is thirty for blood
Many of us have been executed!
(Brian P.)
 
??? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
(21/8/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Esarn People Of Northeast Thailand: ????????????????
 
Life of Esarn people written in English,
Not in Thai because of its rigid.
Reaching more readers across the globe;
Learning their hardship, culture, and love,
Pira Sudham is the author and book's spirit.
(Brian P.) 
 
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
(12/7/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Eye Of London: ????????????????????
 
Oh! the view of London eye, the bridge and houses of parliament;
It has been targeted with a terror event.
Resulted in five dead and fifty injured;
At least twelve nationalities as the mixture,
The worldly charming place has never been forbidden.
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????'
(24/3/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Father's Day: ??????
 
Oh! A poor man was my daddy
Life is always involved with poverty
But, I praise his patience and love
His fatherhood was beyond above
Please forgive me if I failed your expectancy.
(Cosmos ?????)
???! ????????????????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????
????????????????????????????
(5/12/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Find Your Happiness: ??????????????????
 
Where can we find the happiness of life?
Wealthy, money and a property of high price
But, healthy can't be bought
When you take a happy as a reward
Then you would seek God, Buddha and Christ.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;?????????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????? ?????? ????????&quot;
(4/10/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Flooding In Southern Thailand: ?????????????
 
It's a hard time to face the floods;
Services, shops and houses have been shutted.
Many people lost their lives;
The rest still struggle to survive,
Hope damage widening will be cut.
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????????????????????
?????????? ?????? ?????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????'
(10/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Food Chain With Covid-19: ?????????????????-19
 
Virus, Microbes and Algae can be eaten
Which consumers are fishes, mammals and oxen
Indeed, it likes a food chain
Ultimate consumer is likely to be humane
Which Covid-19 turned to meet the human life end!
 
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????!
(20/4/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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For God's Sake! : ??????????????????!
 
For the sake of New Year should be ceasefire;
For God's sake time to freeze the desires.
Human life is so precious;
Love each other is so serious,
All kind of killing should be denied.
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????'
(30/12/2016)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Fortune Teller: ????????????
 
I'm so very happy;
Tarot cards predicted I'm dead already.
Would you believe in fortune teller.
The dead man couldn't be happier,
Only whom waiting to die deserved a sympathy.
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????..?????????'
(5/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Friendship I: ??????? ?
 
Thinking of you my beloved friends;
Photograph in the past was not in vain.
The present world is hard to survive;
Some of us couldn't stand alive,
Thank God we are here once again.
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????'
(7/4/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Full-Moon Night With Fire Naga: ???????????????????
@
 
It's a full moon night,
Watching the Naga rocket rises.
My love is very near,
Heart's whispering that I can hear,
Our Love is long and huge as Mekhong river's wide.
(Brian P.)
 
??????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????
(7/10/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Furious Fire In London: ????????????????
 
Oh! my fate is facing the fire;
Fast and furious superior to all kinds.
Precious life is being engulfed with the flame;
God forgive us all no one can be blamed,
Please remember my love will never die.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(14/6/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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General Election: ???????????????
 
Come on British, don't miss your vote;
Nation's future is on a critical mode.
Your decision is the consent of power;
Polling station is around the corner,
Hope, all politicians keeping their oath.
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
(8/6/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Glastonbury Festival: ?????????????????????????
 
Musical vibration of Glastonbury;
Sending all hearts in trance with happy.
Human soul is needing a song;
Emotional performers made it prolong,
The world joyfully overwhelmed with its melody.
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????? ????????
????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????'
(26/6/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Global Prophecy: ??????????
 
It's hardly to say Yes or No with the Prophet,
But be prepared for anything or even death,
WWIII will be started very soon.
It's just coming year (2016)  in June,
And Asteroids, Earthquakes, and Volcanoes coming in set.
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
 
Source: ,24/11/2015
So what is in store for us, according
to Pastor Salazar?
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Guy Fawkes Night: ?????????
 
Guy Fawkes, Bonfire Night or Firework on 5 November,
A commemoration for the year 1605, a plot of Gunpowder,
Celebrating King James I as he survived.
Nowadays people struggling for their lives;
When you've lived till tonight likely to be better.
(Brian P.)
 
'? ???????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????
???????????????????????????
 
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Halloween Day: ????????????
 
If spiritual world is genuine
I'd like to say &quot;Happy Halloween&quot;
As the wall of material world is thinner
So, we may see each other clearer
Please pity on us for a suffering routine.
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
(31/10/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Happy Chinese New Year: ??????????????????
 
Happy Chinese New Year...
Wishing you healthy, wealthy & harmony of mind clear.
Forgive me if I up set you;
Love & Best wishes is a priceless value,
May the coming year bring everything very dear.
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??? ?????? ??????????????
??????????????????'
(28/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Happy Father's Day: ??????????????
 
You are my great father;
Only love can described it better.
By you I know the world;
You raised us since we were boys & girls,
Your love is in our heart forever.
 
'????????????????????
??????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????'
(Brian P.18/6/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Happy New Year 2017: ???????????? ????
 
'May I wish you All, very Happy for a coming Year;
Everything for you has to be very Dear.
Satisfied with Love and successful,
Archived with all of worldly fortunes,
Prosperous for the future is very clear.'
    Love & Best Wishes
         Brian,
 
'??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????'
     ???????????????????
         ???????
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Happy Songkran's Day 2017: ???????????????????
????
 
Thailand's former new year is Songkran festival
And neighbouring countries shared the same traditional
A funny few days of a water splashing
During mid April prepare for wet and swimming
Wish you good luck and bless your life eternal
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
(12/4/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Happy Thai Mother's Day: ??????????????
 
&quot;Mother, you raised me to know the world
Your invaluable love is priceless to the pearl
So my endless thanks isn't enough
My love isn't even your half
As we are always your boys and girls&quot;
(Brian P.12/8/2018)
 
&quot;??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????&quot;
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Happy Valentine's Day: ????????????????????
 
May your heart fulfilled with Love;
Your favourite dish is being served.
Blessing of God upon your life;
Happiness every day and night,
living in peace and freedom like a dove.
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????'
(14/2/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Health And Safety: ????????????????????
 
Thinking of health and safety
Keep your life in a secure and happy
Care the others as your own
Loving people with no postpone
The world would be nice for everybody.
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(18/7/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Heartquake!
 
??????: Heartquake!
 
'???????????????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????'
 
'Integrity of the Earth, I doubted.
Earthquake! they shouted,
But your worldly beauty with no doubt,
It's about excess Richter scale of my heart! '
 
(P. Pantasri,5 May 2014) 
?.?. ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?? ? ??????????
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Heaven Is Very Near: ?????????????
 
Death, Hell, or Heaven is so near;
It's confirmed spiritual world very clear.
God is always there;
Don't you ever care,
Remember the mass has never been disappeared!
(Brian P.)
 
'??????? ??? ???????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????'
(14/12/2016)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Holiday Destination: ????????????? ? ?????
 
South East Asian is my paradise,
Backpacking holiday would be nice.
A romantic story can be plotted;
Love in writing mentioned a lot,
Which destination should be adviced.
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Hope: ????????
 
Oh! hope is now worldly overwhelmed,
Living with hope, no one deserve to blame.
Without hope life would be like a zombie,
Life with hope is like the sun with energy,
Darkness with hopeless awaiting bright morning to claim.
(Brian P.)
 
???! ??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
(16/7/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Horrible Scares: ???????????
 
'???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
????????????????????'
 
?.?. ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ?????????????????????
 
It's extreamly horrible scares;
Sadly, lives've been lost hardly to bear.
Because anguish and hatred;
That's worthwhile for the death,
Only someone's heartless with no care.
 
(By Brian P.)
P.S. May I prayer for the innocent victims of the
bomb in Bangkok, Thailand.(17/08/2015)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Human Rights/Human Life: ???????????????????????
 
Oh! human rights or human life is tougher
Pandemic followed us like a killer
Conflict tension urged among the men
Politics, economics and poverty have never ended
Perhaps lacking of love and mercy is all the big matter!
 
&quot;???! ??????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????! &quot;
(Brian P.16/6/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Human Rights: ????????????
 
'?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????'
 
Justice is the foundation of human rights,
Mercy is essential for human to be recognized,
Humankind is survived with love.
Peaceful living as if a dove,
Therefore, human life is beautifully harmonized.
(Brian P.)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Human Soul: ???????????????
 
Thank God, you created the universe
Even though I don`t know the purpose
But I do know you created it with love
Your glory is nothing more above
Please take care of my soul and release the curse.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
(23/8/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Humankind: ?????????
 
Humankind didn't love human
So fighting in the war began
Peace is hardly to find
Love is always to hide
Humankind is the trouble clan.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
(10/5/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Hurry Up! It's A Hurricane! : ??????????! ??????????
 
Hurricane repeatedly coming with a storm wind,
Life and properties have been ruined.
Flooding disaster is overwhelmed,
Surely, no one can be blamed,
Please God save them all as a next of kin.
(Brian P.)   
 
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????
(7/9/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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I Am Lost
 
Why am I being here?
It seems to be my new place
Many people are not familiar
I'm a subject to treat and test
 
What is happening to my body?
The mobility appear to be less
It take away my short term memory
Forgive me I've done a lot of mess
 
I couldn't think of the words
Everything seems to be complicated
I'm being continually urged
They told me you are late
 
Why am I wondering?
I have no more own selfness
They said you are confusing
I'm listening, but don't know
 
Still don't know!
 
Prayad Pantasri
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I Don't Know: ?????????
 
I don't know where I am
I found myself in the path
It's a forest, river and camp
I've done a temporary task
 
I don't understand
Why the life is so hard
It's a forest, river and sand
I've done nothing
 
I am so ashamed
Our world is full of killing
The forest and river cannot be blamed
I've been abandoned
 
I know I'm on my way
Which direction I scorned
Destroying of forest and river has to repay
I understood life is only for dismay.
(Brian P.25/4/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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International Woman's Day: ??????????? @ (? ??????
????: 8 March 2017)
 
May I introduce a poem of Maya Angelou as a friendly suggestion of
???????????????????????????????? ????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
 
...Phenomenal Woman: ???????????...
 
Pretty women wonder where my secret lies.
I'm not cute or built to suit a fashion model's size
But when I start to tell them,
They think I'm telling lies.
I say,
It's in the reach of my arms
The span of my hips,
The stride of my step,
The curl of my lips.
I'm a woman
Phenomenally.
Phenomenal woman,
That's me.
 
I walk into a room
Just as cool as you please,
And to a man,
The fellows stand or
Fall down on their knees.
Then they swarm around me,
A hive of honey bees.
I say,
It's the fire in my eyes,
And the flash of my teeth,
The swing in my waist,
And the joy in my feet.
I'm a woman
Phenomenally.
Phenomenal woman,
That's me.
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Men themselves have wondered
What they see in me.
They try so much
But they can't touch
My inner mystery.
When I try to show them
They say they still can't see.
I say,
It's in the arch of my back,
The sun of my smile,
The ride of my breasts,
The grace of my style.
I'm a woman
 
Phenomenally.
Phenomenal woman,
That's me.
 
Now you understand
Just why my head's not bowed.
I don't shout or jump about
Or have to talk real loud.
When you see me passing
It ought to make you proud.
I say,
It's in the click of my heels,
The bend of my hair,
the palm of my hand,
The need of my care,
'Cause I'm a woman
Phenomenally.
Phenomenal woman,
That's me.
Maya Angelou (4 April 1928-28 May 2014) 
 
...???????????: Phenomenal Woman...
 
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????
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?????????????????????
?????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
 
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
 
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????
 
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????????
 
????????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
 
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
 
????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????????
 
????????????????????????????
???????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
 
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????
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????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
 
(In Thai by Brian P.8/3/2017) 
 
????????????????
- - - - - - - - - -
 
???????????: ???? ????????
??????: ??????????
 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????...
?????????????????????
??????...
???????????????????????
????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????...
????????????
????????????????...
????????????
 
?????????????????????????
??????????????????
??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????...
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????
????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????...
????????????
????????????????...
????????????
 
????????????????????
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??????????????????????
???????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????...
???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????...
????????????
????????????????...
????????????
 
?????????????????????????
????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????
??????...
????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
???????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????
????????????
????????????????...
????????????
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Isan, Thailand Under The Water: ????????????
 
Isan region is overwhelmed with flood,
It cost a lot of money, sweat and blood.
Properties and crops have been damaged;
Many people have been relocated,
To refuge in the dry land with big huts.
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????
???????????? ???? ????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????'
(29/7/2017)
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It's A Nice Day: ??????????
 
@ It's A Nice Day: ?????????? @
 
It's a day of clear sky
It's a very nice sunshine
It's a lovely warm day
Even it isn't in May
But it's still pretty dry.
 
I'm thinking of your warmly heart
We were walking through the orchard
I'm your youngest child
I'm so grateful of your kinds
Nice day recalled me to the past.
 
Mum used to show me some wild leaves
Eatable one that we used to keep
I felt her field was very large
Her cucumber garden was so smart
I watched it sometimes fell to sleep.
 
She showed me how to catch a fish
She made a salad very nice dish
We spent a day far away and deep
Her level of love with kindness was so steep
She is now in heaven with my wholeheartedly love and best wishes.
(Brian P.6/11/2017)
 
?????????????
??????????????
??????????????
?????????????
 
?????????????????
?????????????????????
????????????
???????????????????
 
??????????????
??????????????????????
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??????????????
????????????????
 
????????????????
???????????????
????????????????
?????????????????????
(6/11/2017)
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Judge With No Driving Licence: ???????????????????
 
Thai judge with no driving licence
Breach the law but he went
He only judges the others
But exempt himself as the honor
It`s a bad behaviour to comment.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;??????????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????&quot;
(10/5/2019)
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Karma: ????
 
Oh! Karma is so hard to overcome;
All of desires is yearning for triumphs.
Made of your mind to be good;
Clarify your goal and purify your mood,
Let bad Karma disappear like lump sum.
(Brian P.)
 
'???! ???????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????'
(22/12/2016)
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Khaen Music Of Lao As The World Heritage:
??????????????????
 
The art of ancient music instrument in the modern,
Obviously, it's the Khaen music of Lao people.
A bundle of bamboo delivered a sweet-sound melody,
Spelling your heart gestured in harmony,
Sing a song along with dancing it's a miracle!
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
 
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
(13/12/2017)
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Killing Is A Sin: ?????????????
 
Life is too precious to commit suicide;
Love yourself and the others would be nice.
Killing is known as a sin;
Bad Karma will be formed within,
Good Karma on the other hand like black & white!
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????? ?????-??
(27/12/2016)
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Konthaiuk Against Thai Junta Leader Prayuth:
?????????????????????????????????????
 
Thai dictator Prayuth is coming to the UK
He will be greeting by Theresa May
Purchasing more weapons, he gained the entrance
But Thai people is hardly tolerance
Surely, he will face the protesting day!
(Brian P.)
 
??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????..?????????????
(15/6/2018)
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Lao-Thai Dancing: ????????????
 
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????
?????????????????????????
 
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
 
Sweet dancing we were trancely enjoyed;
Whisper of Love has never been decoyed,
Aroma of love served both of us.
Sincerely utterance can be trusted,
Our sweetheart bonding won't be destroyed.
(Brian P.)
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Law Of Human
 
# ????????: Law Of Human #
 
'????????????????????????
???????...?????????????????
??????????...??????????????
?????-????????????????????'
 
Human could make only a superficial law,
The uncertainty...for all is true even more.
The cause and effect...is the truth;
We've been followed till death from youth,
Adjustable level of sad-happy, which you explored.
 
(Brian P.)
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Life After Death
 
Scientist insists No life after death,
Priest and monks agreed with their prophet.
Hell or heaven must be in somewhere,
Life is in your care,
After life is up to your fate.
(Brian P.) 
 
'???????????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????????'
(3/9/2017)
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Life Is So Tough: ???????????????
 
One day I'm going to die,
The time of living is so kind.
But life is so tough,
Physical enrichment is not enough,
Spiritual well-being is yet to shine.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
(19/1/2018)
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Life Is Too Short 2: ???????????? ?
 
Oh! Life is too short
Faced with cold and hot
Up and down like a wave
Carry on your journey and safe
Give and take with Love a lot
(Brian P.)
 
???! ??????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(5/4/2017)
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Life Is Too Short 2: ??????????????????????
 
'May our father's soul rest in peace (RIP):
His lovely kindness has never been deceased.
Even the life is too short;
But deepest connection won't be aborted,
Gratefully thanks for his helps when we needed.'
 
with Love,
Prayad,
 
'????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????'
???????????????????
???????
(17/1/2017)
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Life Is Too Short 3: ???????????? ?
 
@ Life Is Too Short 3: ???????????? ? @
 
You arrived onto this lovely planet,
It's only a short period of time we met.
You and I were pleased with the same moon and stars,
Warmth with the same sun, breath with the same air, et cetera.
Sadly, you departed with all of our life's secret.
(Brian P.) 
 
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????? ??????????????????????????
(8/7/2017)
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Life Is Too Short 4: ???????????? ?
 
Life is too short
Any time it can be aborted
But we live for happiness
Life should be dedicated
Because it means a lot!
(Brian P.)
 
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(19/2/2019)
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Life Is Too Short 5: ???????????? ?
 
Alas! our life is so hard
When our children is departed
We are facing poverty and illness
Please help us before it too late
Still alive buy nearby the graveyard.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;??????! ?????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????&quot;
(6/3/2019)
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Life Is Too Short 6: ???????????? ?
 
Life is not long enough
But suffering is too tough
Many of us even commit suicide
Although it seems to be unwise
But it's time to cry, don't laugh!
(Cosmos ?????)
 
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????!
(2/10/2019)
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Life Is Too Short: ????????????
 
Alas! human life is too short,
All of fatal accidents is the causes.
Vigilance of terror attack is on alert;
Taking revenge is like the curse,
Sadly, forgiveness has been aborted!
(Brian P.)
 
'??????! ???????????????
?????????? ?????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????????'
(3/1/2017)
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Life Of Love: ????????????????
 
'Both Love and Life have no limit,
Try what you want as far as you can reach.
Your wealth make people to be employed,
But sickness cannot be avoided,
Life of Love for others is the best spirit.'
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????'
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Life Of Royal Consorts: ??????????
 
Oh! the fate of royal consorts
With the old fashion practiced in the court
How many victims in the palace?
Their lives and future dumped as the waste
It seem to be prosperous but suddenly abort!
 
???! ??????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????!
(Cosmos ?????; 23/10/2019)
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Life Risk: ???????????????????
 
Storm, earthquake, or volcano is deadly strong,
Life and properties cannot be prolonged.
Material world is full of life risk,
As being born, death, old age and disease,
But, the four facts of these no one see wrong!
(Brian P.)
 
'???? ?????? ???????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????? ???? ??? ???? ???'
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Lives Trapped In The Cave: ?????????????
 
Hello! we've been trying to send you a wave
We have long been trapped in the cave
It's surrounding by the water
Indeed, over here is darker
Thank you so much for resecuring us to the safe.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
(3/7/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Lost Lives In A Sinking Boat: ??????????????
 
Alas! a tour boat capsized and sank
A huge wave took many lives and drank
Sorrow and grieve with sympathy
May your soul being blessed heavenly
Sorry for facing such a climate prank.
(Brian P.)
&quot;??????! ????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????&quot;
(11/7/2018)
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Love And Leave: ??????????
 
Love and leave that keep you alive
Hope and wait that lead you to survive
Life is too short
Love may be cold or hot
But warming heart that in charge of all types.
 
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????
(12/6/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Love Falls Till Winter: ?????????????????
 
It's a fall I falling in love,
Its golden leaves shined above.
Then Halloween scared my darling,
Coldest winter made me weeping,
It freezes my dream which is being disturbed.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????&quot;
(30/10/2017)
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Love Make Me Low: ????????????????????
 
I really admired when you talk;
It's so charming when you walk.
My heart telling the truth;
Monkey cheeky won't get any fruit,
Rice out of paddy field shouldn't be mocked.
 
I'm like a rock, you are a precious gold;
You're riding an elephant, but I'm walking like a mole.
If you kindly look at me;
You would get something for free,
It's a invaluable treasure as a whole.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????   ??????????????
???????????????   ??????????????
??????????????????   ?????????????????
???????????????????   ?????????????????  ?????
 
?????????   ???????????????
?????????????????????   ????????????????
???????????????????   ???????????????
???????????????    ??????????????? ????????
 
???????????       ??????????????
??????????????       ??????????????
???????????????       ????????????????
????????????????       ?????????????????  ?????
 
?????????       ???????????????
???????????????????       ????????????????
???????????????       ???????????????
???????????????       ??????????????? ????????
(13/3/2017)
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Love Song Across Khong River 1
 
# ??????????????: Love Song Across Khong River #
 
'Oh...Sweet song among two of us;
It's so impressed that melt my heart!
Her humbly voice from Laos, pierced my body parted.
It's hardly to believe she would love a man from Thai Isan.'
(Brian P.)     
 
'????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????'
 
'??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????'
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Love Song Across Khong River 2
 
Sweet dancing we were deeply trance enjoyed;
Whisper of Love has never been decoyed,
Aroma of love served both of us.
Sincerely utterance can be trusted,
Our sweetheart bonding won't be destroyed.
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????
 
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(25/11/2015)
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Love Song Across Mekong River 3; My Red Rose:
????????????
 
My red rose was in her hand;
It represent the Love from Thailand.
You are always my sweetheart;
I have never intended to depart,
It's just a hard time slip off the plan.
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????'
 
'????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????'
(7/1/2017)
 
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????
 
??????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????-???
 
???????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
.......
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Love Song Across Mekong River 4: ?????????????? ?
 
Oh! Lao and Thai despite split by the river,
But our minds tightened together.
Our love will be no ending,
As if the sun is always rising,
We're all sharing festivals as it occurs.
(Brian P.)
 
??? ??? ??? ?????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????
 
??? ??? ?? ?????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????
(10/7/2017)
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Love With Kindness: ?????????????????
 
Oh! hatred, racism lead to crime
Why no love, no mercy for this time
Nobody can live forever
But no one wishes to be murdered
So now love with kindness is the prime!
(Cosmos ?????)
 
???! ???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(6/8/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Love: ???????
 
 is in our hearts,
love is above all parts,
and deep upon cosmos,
sting love won't be lost,
Because L.O.V.E. is forever.
(Brian P.) 
 
???????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
(28/8/2017)
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Make A Wish: ???????
 
'??????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????'
 
'When you see the shooting star;
The legend of life since human era,
Before the end of falling,
Quick prayer as wishing,
Those things will be granted like visa.'
(Brian P.)
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Materialism And Spiritual Liberation:
??????????????????????????
 
We trapped in the world of materials,
We thought it's so special.
As death awaiting for us all,
And, we are so small,
But spiritual liberation is the marked initial.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
(8/1/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Mind And Body 1: ???????? ?
 
A suffering is for body and mind
Love is healing illness of all kinds
The body is always limited
The mind is a freely spirit
Happiness is being needed never retired.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????&quot;
(9/11/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Mind And Body 2: ???????? ?
 
When hormones can blow your mind
While body is to survive, then die
Life may need to be fulfilled
As a spirit can fall ill
May your consciousness stay alive.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????&quot;
(17/11/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Miss You And Love You Too: ???????????????????????
 
I miss you who has gone a far
You took my heart like departing water from a jar
 
I love you who sustaining my life
As if flower and bee talking sweet and nice
 
My love will be never end
We're no longer in the garden of Eden
But our love will be eternally alike! ! !
 
&quot;?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????
 
????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
 
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
 
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????&quot;
(18/8/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Mona Lisa Of The Moon
 
Who is the Moon's Mona Lisa?
How long had she been there since her era?
They believed she is neither dead nor alive.
Is it true? She had been revised.
Oh! Christ, She may walks on Earth like a star.
(Brian P.)
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Monet's Haystack: ???????????????
 
Haystack painted by impressionist master
Monet skillfully presented the nature
Softening your mind every time you see
As painting is a non-speaking poetry
So auction high price is likely to occur.
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
??????????????????????
(15/5/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Morlum Festival: ???????????
 
??? ??? ???? ??????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????..??????
 
???????????????????????????????????
'?????????????' ???????????????????????
????????????????? ??????? ?????????
????????????????????????????????
??????????????...????????????????...??????????????!
 
????????????????????
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????  ?????
 
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
??????????? ????????????????  ??????????????
 
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
 
'?????????????' ?????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????...???????????!
 
Now, it's time for 'Morlum festival';
It's a commonly Thai-Lao traditional,
Indeed, it's a sweetly melody music.
It could be a international musical unique,
Would you like to dance, and happy like a local!
(Brian P.)
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Mother And Women's Day: ????????????????????
 
Mother's Day has just been celebrated!
Today is International Women's Day, the Great!
Praise them for the burdens on their shoulders.
Lift restriction and liberate from suppressor,
And should be treated with equally kindness.
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Mother's Heartaches: ???????????????
 
Mother was in deep grieving anguish;
Her innocent son has been given injustice.
Six appeals were vaguely failed;
Hurting herself protest the jails,
Please grant the bail for the student activist.
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????'
(2/2/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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My Beloved Angel: ????????????????
 
Thank you my angel for your care
Reminding of God with mindfully aware
I may sometime turn away from him
Please pity on me like a sinfully slim
So my angel told me to meditate and pray.
 
&quot;??????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????? ????? ???????&quot;
(Cosmos ?????; 19/10/2019)
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My Beloved Baby: ?????????????
 
Oh! my beloved baby
I'm your biological daddy
Our love is your life
You're the love-bridge of husband and wife
 
The gorgeous figure holding my heart
How much difficult when the time to depart
You're always make me happy
Alas! some dad had them both suicidal tragedy
(Brian P.)
 
??? ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
 
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????
(27/4/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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My Beloved Father: ?????????????????????????????
 
My beloved illness father was in bed;
He lived in the far east, I lived in the far west.
My travel document was being expired;
Sadly frustrated, I really wanted to say goodbye,
Overwhelmed with tears when hearing the news of his death.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????
(18/2/2017)
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My Beloved Friends: ?????????
 
As requested by AMS 5 (Associated Medical Sciences 5, KKU:
????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ??.) 
 
May I have a shadow of Shakespeare
And Thai poet Sunthornphu shaded some ideas
They were the great poets
Their poems written with a charming sweet secret
My bitter character shouldn't be very dear.
 
But friends cheer me to write a sweet poem
My heart melted into no form
Dying of missing you my beloved friends
Departed and living afar is so pains
Our deep bonding is always lovely warm
(Brian P.) 
 
??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
 
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????????
 
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
(1/4/2017)
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My Beloved Mother: ??????????????????
 
Her love has never been passed away;
Everyone has to die one day.
My beloved mother is always in my heart;
Spiritual world cannot be departed,
Prayer for her soul to mingle with heavenly ray.
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????????????????????????'
(10/3/2017)
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My Beloved Mother: ?????????????????????????????
 
Mother, I owe you a lot,
Your lovely care is like a cot.
Your kindness is huge like the sky,
The earth is like your generosity mind,
So I praise your heart and hold like a golden pot.
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????
????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????'
(12/8/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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My Beloved Sister: ????????????????????
 
My beloved sister has gone
Life suddenly end not even being warned
Oh! love alone cannot stop death
We have no choice, but to separate
Sadness as if the body is being torn.
(Brian P.)
 
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
(10/6/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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My Honey: ?????????????
 
As if the spring that bring your beauty
Charming paintings of you like the freshy
I lost my mind whilst seeing your images
Oh! my love has never been out of date
As long as your blossom is my honey.
 
?????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???! ???????????????????????
????????????????????????
(Cosmos ?????,7/11/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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My Own Folklore: ???????????
 
My own folk tale is so sad,
Surely, it's a mixture of good and bad.
Dream is not always come true,
Love is not out of the blue,
My life is just a folklore of mad.
(Brian P.)
 
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(13/9/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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My Poem Reader: ?????????????????
 
I'd like to make a record
My poem reader, Evelyn Stafford
It's just made her smile
She's so very kind
 
We laughed about the theme
When it didn't appear to seem
She read &quot;Dancing With My Sweetheart&quot;
And &quot;It's A Nice Day In The Orchard&quot;
 
And &quot;Making A Wish&quot;
And &quot;A Policeman Of Life&quot;
And some more Thai verses
She admired me like an expert
 
Oh! thank you I'm just a beginner
But, you're a very kind reader
I hope my poems help her feel better
As she smiled and laughed at me
 
Sadly, later I realized the key
She's advance of the age
And now being invaded by the cancer!
(Brian P.)
 
???????? ???????????????????
????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
 
???????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????
 
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
???! ???????????????????????
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??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
?????! ????????????????????
???????????????????????????!
(6/6/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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My Tadpole Life: ????????????
 
Oh! my life is like a tadpole
A tail of remaining fate became a less role
Physical transforming is a certainty
A life cycle come to an end completely
A frog of old age and disease jumped into a death-hole!
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????&quot;
(12/7/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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New World Order: ?????????????????
 
The weapon will be no more;
Passport checking will be ignored.
No longer using any currency;
All nations annexed into one country,
So people live in peace sharing eat no war!
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????'
(15/12/2016)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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New Year New You: ?????????????
 
Life in the line of time and space,
Many end up in tragic cases.
Cosmic season repeating its clue,
Wishfully, new year new you,
Shifting yourself into the path of divine grace.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????-?????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(5/1/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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News Headline: ?????????????????
 
Good God! the most beautiful in the world is Me!
News headline today is so funny!
Thanks for twisting the truth,
Why the world is so crude,
I thought I'm genuine ugly!
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????! ??????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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No More War Please: ?????????????????????
 
I don't want the war;
Please be trouble no more.
The world really needs peace;
Like human love having a kiss,
please come to talk and open the door!
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? '
(19/4/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Nothing Is Really Mine Except Krishna:
??????????????????????
 
??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
???.?????? ????????????
??????????????????????
 
??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
 
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????
????????????????????????
 
????????????????????????
???????????????????????
????..???????????????????
??????????????????????
 
???.???????? ?????? ????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????
 
?????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ??????? ???
???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
 
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????! ????
????..????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????!
 
?????????????..?????????
????????????????????
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??????????????????????????
????????????????...????????
(In Thai by Brian P.)
 
Nothing is really mine except Krishna.
O my parents, I have searched the world
And found nothing worthy of love.
Hence I am a stranger amidst my kinfolk
And an exile from their company,
Since I seek the companionship of holy men;
There alone do I feel happy,
In the world I only weep.
Nothing Is Really Mine Except Krishna
 
I planted the creeper of love
And silently watered it with my tears;
Now it has grown and overspread my dwelling.
You offered me a cup of poison
Which I drank with joy.
Mira is absorbed in contemplation of Krishna,
She is with God and all is well!
 
O my King, my father, nothing delights me more
Than singing the praises of Krishna.
If thou art wrath,
then keep thy kingdom and thy palace,
For if God is angry, where can I dwell?
Thou didst send me a cup of poison and a black cobra,
Yet in all I saw only Krishna!
Mira is drunk with love, and is wedded to the Lord!
 
The heart of Mira is entangled
In the beauty of the feet of her Guru;
Nothing else causes her delight!
He enabled her to be happy in the drama of the world;
The Knowledge he gave her dried up
The ocean of being and becoming.
Mira says: My whole world is Shri Krishna;
Now that my gaze is turned inward, I see it clearly
(Mirabai)
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Oh! Death: ???! ???????
 
Indeed, death you are merciless,
You made our life like a mess.
You took all of our beloved one,
You are still working like the Sun,
Soon I will be your next case.
(Brian P.)  
 
????????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(6/9/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Only History: ??????????????????
 
I am nobody
The world is so funny
As if I have no past
My own record has been discharged
So it left only history!
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
(???????????????????????????????)
(3/11/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Our Desire: ??????????
 
Oh! Life is needing from the start,
Food and fluid are all your part.
Money and properties may not be required,
But they're attractive to our desire.
Alas! all of these end up in the graveyard.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????????
???????????????
????????????????????-??
????????????????????????????
(26/02/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Parijat On Earth: ?????????????????
 
Oh! my heavenly Parijat tree,
Please take away a suffering from me.
All earthly material is the causes,
That why the human life is so exhausted.
Hopefully, the Parijat could set us all Free!
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????..???????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Patients With Hiv (Help In Vain) :
???????????????????????????
 
Alas! illness patients facing cold, hot, drought and rains;
Their health won't be able to regain.
Graveyard is now their final place;
Scary of Aids is the public hate,
They are hopeless with the Help In Vain (HIV) .
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????'
(6/2/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Peaceful Versus Threatens: ???????????
 
The junta ordered to surround the monks;
They tell the world with another tongue.
A woman died due to medical delays;
Human rights have been taken away,
Buddhists protest with their heartfelt of old and young.
(Brian P.)  
 
'??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????
????????????????????????????'
(3/3/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Phayah, The Common Poem Among Laos - Thai:
????????????????-???
 
Phayah is a common theme of Thai-Lao
We share both of meaning and sound
We proud of our heritage
As the culture cannot be separated
So the message of Phayah will wipe the cloud.
 
????;
&quot;????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????&quot;
 
???;
????????-??????????? ???????????????????
?????????????? ???????-????????-??
 
???????????????????? ???? ?? ?????????
????????????????????? ????????????????????
 
?????????????????? ???????????????????
?????????????-??? ???????????????
 
????????????? ??????????????
???????????????? ????????????????? ???????
 
???????-?????????? ???????????????????
??????????????? ??????-????????-??
 
?????????????? ???? ??? ????????
????????????????????? ?????????????????
 
?????????????? ????????????????
?????????????-?? ???????????????
 
?????????????? ???????????????
???????????????? ?????????????????? ???????
(25/5/2018)
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Pill Of Poems
 
?????????????: Pill of Poems
 
'?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????? '???' ???'
 
'Insufficient Love caused
the accumulation of World's diseases;
so suffering is declined
while happiness that people need.
What medicine would you suggest please!
And indeed 'Love' should be the main prescription.'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Please Drop The Charge: ??????????????????
 
Political expression is not the crime
Academic staff criticized in the right time
Military rule is applied for the regiment
But, free speech is for all residents
Please drop the charge and free them all with no harm.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
(5/7/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Please Free Phai: ????????????
 
Please do not jail Thai(Phai)  student activist;
Punishment can't change people to be a royalist.
Heavy suppression is only wait to burst;
While lèse-majesté law is on alert,
Then reconciliation would be hardly exist!
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????'
(15/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Please Love Come First: ?????????????..???
 
Is it the World lack of Love?
Is it this Nation without Dove?
Alas! cruel hearts are there.
No one doesn't seem to care.
But precious Life must be prior above.
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????...??????????????????
??????????????????????????????'
..... _.....
 
'??????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Poem A Day: ?????????
 
Poem a day keeps the doctor away,
Read them all what the poets say.
They can make a long story short,
Your imagination will be sparkling a lot,
Illness and related aging-disease should be kept at bay.
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
(5/10/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Poem Of The Day 1: ?????????? ?
 
Advice to write a poem I dare not;
Poetry is mean a lots.
You can write whatever you fancy;
Painting your idea with feel free,
It may sometimes need a plot.
(Brian P.)
'?????????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????'
(13/5/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Pray For Manchester: ??????????????????
 
Innocent victims screamed for life;
22 died, injured 120 to survive.
It's a vulnerable crowd over Manchester concert;
Suicide bomber was among dead bodies, said expert,
Terror attack was the act of evil type.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
(23/05/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Princess Diana 20th Anniversary: ????? ?? ??
??????????????? ???????? ???? ?????
 
It was 31 August 1997 when she died,
The sad news made people cried.
She was called the Queen of Hearts,
Even her body was departed,
But preserving her generosity and charming smile.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(31/8/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Prostration In Thai Schools: ??????????????????
 
Thai students must be performed a prostrating
As monarchy and teachers are above human being
It is not a corporal punishment
But it a profoundly traditional eminent
As if the ancient time of Anna and the king!
 
&quot;??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????-?????! &quot;
(11/7/2020)
 
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
 
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
 
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????..????????!
 
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
 
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????..???????????!
(11/7/2020)
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n: ????????????????????
 
Fascinated with several languages and musics
Earth isn't a planet of radiophobic
Human race like the radio
Alien race prefer a psycho
People's intellect can not be predicted.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????
(20/3/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Restless Life: ??????????????
 
Where can we find happiness?
Is there in the public or private?
Why the life is so miserable?
Even wealth cannot make a miracle
Oh! life is absolutely restless.
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
???! ?????????????????????
(30/6/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Robin Hood: ????????
 
The world has never been ending of Robin Hood,
Political conflict is always out the law of mood.
Reconciliation is only a nice word to say,
But the reality is a different way,
So neither Out nor In Law is sustainable Good!
(Brian P.)
 
'??????..?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Save The World: ???????????
 
Save the world from the pandemic
All of us suffering from the chronic
Here is a representative of love and care
The paintings from over the world everywhere
May you stay safe, happy and energetic
(Brian P.)
&quot;???????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????&quot;
(1/6/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Sightless Junta: ??????????????????
 
Obviously, it's very wrong for Dhammakaya modern;
Sightless junta using force to the religious people.
The human rights has deliberately been breached;
Indicating the country has no more justice,
Layman killed and monks on hunger strike against the article!
(Brian P.) 
 
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
(28/2/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Snow Of Risk: ???????????
 
Now there is a time of snow;
It's a cold to zero and below.
Daily life has to be carried on;
Late to work has to be warned,
Road accident is another blow!
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????
????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
????????????????????'
(13/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Snow Slow Down: ????????????
 
Oh! It's the day of snow;
You have to drive slow.
Don't worry if you come late;
Accident can't be anticipated,
Losing driving licence can be another blow.
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????'
(12/2/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Soft Light: ??????
 
I've been searching for light
Planet earth is one of that type
The sun and the moon have been tuned together
Nicely warmth and suitable to live forever
I've been cultivating for life
 
Ignorance my seeking of the higher
The world seem to be seen dimmer
I've been collecting dirt
I lose the plot of my birth
Just hope to see the soft light brighter
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????
 
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???? ??? ???? ????????????????
??????????????????????????'
(15/3/2017
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Soul Liberation: ????????????????????
 
Life is unavoidable of being old,
But still unclear of its goal.
Spiritual knowledge is then being needed;
To select fine cereal among the weeds,
As if life seeking a liberation of soul.
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????'
(5/8/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Soul's Destination: ?????????????????
 
The soul is not an energy,
As its vital is necessary.
But, energy is a non-vital mass;
Knowing, feeling is a soul's class,
Till reaching Paramatatman as the final destiny.
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????????-???????????
????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????? ???????'
(25/12/2016)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Spiritual Blindness: ???????????????
 
Darkness yuga is hardly to find the truth;
Spiritual blindness is the original root.
Human knowledge is gained by their sensories;
And recognition driving their productivity,
Then reincarnation will surely be recruited.
(Brian P.)
 
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????
(28/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Suicide By Stove Smoking: ?????????
 
Oh! many Thais facing severely distress
Several people took their own death
They couldn't tolerate the debt and poverty
Even government gave them some small money
 
Farmers are struggling with hardship
Majority of businesses have no tip
Following graduation is no job
Drought and floods damaged the crops
 
Government's finance has all gone
Most of them paid for the weapons
Politicians sold their votes
Dictatorship is now promoted
 
Whoever can survive is the tough
Lives in the kingdom is so rough
Many ruler's wives had been denounced
Oh! Love and Mercy hardly to be found
Oh! innumerable fallen lives never enough!
 
???! ????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
 
??????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???? ???? ??????????????????
 
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
 
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
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???! ?????????????????????????!
(Cosmos ?????,25/10/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Summer Dream Of Love: ?????????????????
 
We were there in the summer;
Love held us together.
It's in the field of sun, sand and sea;
We were being spelt with love, unable to flee,
I wish I could hold those moments forever.
(Brian P.)
 
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
(29/5/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Take Your Own Things (King) :
????????????????????????????
 
Jesus was returning the coins to Caesar;
His kindly love with eternal life was a karma.
Junta and its king suppressed Dhammakaya temple;
The abbot has recently been stripped off the title,
But, his Buddhist virtue is more attractive and popular.
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????????????'
(6/3/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thai Children's Day: ???????????????
 
They've made a big event,
Showed the youth their intelligence.
Displaying all source of weaponry,
They thought they promoted academy,
Actually It's Thai national day of Children.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(13/1/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thai Cinderella: ????????????????
 
She's wearing a Black shirt
As if a Cinderella by the hearth
She's calling a federal for her right
Her colour is Red and White
Hopefully, people's prince will marry her first!
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????-???&quot;
(16/9/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thai Democracy: ??????????????
 
Thai democracy given by King Rama VII;
It has not reached the people, now Rama X.
Human rights is hardly to be found;
Injustice is widely among the crowd,
Conflict is still continue with no end.
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????? ?. ?
??????????? ?. ?? ??????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????'
(7/3/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thai Dictatorship 1: ??????????? ?
 
Thai dictatorship struggle to survive,
Many people have been repeatedly striked.
Activists, journalists and politicians have been jailed,
PeaceTV appealed to broadcast is failed,
But, don't underestimate when the people have to fight!
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????? ??????????????????
?????????????????????????'
(10/8/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thai Farmers: ????????
 
The paddy field is for rice,
But, trading deal gave a price.
So Thai farmers are in debt,
As if dry land has never been wet.
Whoever dare to help must fight!
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thai King And His Harem: ?????????????????????????
 
Thai king is currently being protested
He is obviously unwelcomed by the west
Where would he like to live?
Germany or Thailand as the keep
As if his homeland is the mess!
 
??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????!
(8/5/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thai King Rip: ?????????????????
 
R.I.P. is for the Thai king,
Sadly, it's time for the grieving.
But, reconciliation is now priority,
As Thais are yearning for democracy,
And overwhelmed with symphathy and blessing.
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????
????????????????????????????'
 
'??????????????? ???????
???????????????? ???????
???????????????? ???? ??? ??????????
???????????????? ??????? ?????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thai Monk's Statement With 4 Languages:
?????????????????????????????
 
This is a statement of Thai monks,
The junta is still being drunk.
Threatening to disrobe the sangha;
As if the evil challenge the Buddha,
So asking for peace and justice with four tongues.
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????'
(9/3/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thai Referendum Vs The World Olympics:
????????????????????????
 
The World Olympics is the game for the gold medal,
Thai referendum is like the game in political,
Respect the rule is the good athletics,
Disrespect the people is the political wicked.
Good luck in the global race of survival!
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thai Revolution's Plaque: ????????????
 
The plaque of revolution has been replaced;
Thai people has to rethink their own fate.
Freedom and human rights have been lost;
Time to claim it back and reinforced,
With new plaque of their rights and human race.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(16/4/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thai Street Food: ???????????
 
Oh! my street food say Goodbye,
Both seller and customer have to cry.
Pad Thai and Som Tum have been removed,
Many things are changed after the coup,
Vending areas are no longer occupied.
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????'
(9/7/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thai Student`s Mission: ?????????????????
 
Even though approaching their final exam
Damned the government, Thai students stood up to protest
They couldn`t wait any longer
As Prime Minister need to be expelled at once
Whilst everyone in panic with Covid-19.
 
????????????????????????????
?????????????????
???????????????
??????????????
????????????????????????!
(1/3/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thais Into Exile: ???????????
 
Where is Thailand, true land of smile,
But, free speech is not recognized,
Democracy is always opposed.
Coup d'? tat is always promoted,
So, many Thais forced into exile.
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The 45th President Of Usa: ??????????????????????
 
The president will make America great again,
Hope it would be good for Great Britain.
The world would be live in peace,
The happiness is what we all need,
Democratic value won't be gone in vain.
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Birdsong
 
??????????: Birdsong
 
'????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????!
??????????????????????????! '
 
(Translated by Brian P.)
 
'Birdsong brings relief
to my longing
I'm just as ecstatic as they are,
but with nothing to say!
Please universal soul, practice
some song or something through me! '
 
^ Chinese Translation
 
? ??
 
? [??] ???•????•?? (1207 - 1273)  ?
? [?] ??? ?
 
??????
????
????????????
?? ?????!
?????,??
??????!
 
????2014 ?12?24???
Beijing time 12/24/2014 translation
(Luo Zhihai)
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The Blood Moon: ??????????????
 
I wonder there's a forcing pull
Take effect on planet very soon
Volcanic Hawaii; elsewhere wildfire is found
Bali's earthquake and dam craze in Laos
I wonder if it's the blood moon.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
???????? ????? ???????
???????????????????????????????&quot;
(29/7/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Breach Of Human Rights Report:
??????????????????????????????????????
 
Thai and Laotian made union for their rights
Many worse cases have been traumatised
Informed the congress of the United States
Human rights need to be elevated
If not, people is being forced to fight!
(Brian P.)  
 
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????!
 
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????
????????????????????????????
(4/5/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Dancing Girl: ?????????????
 
We have been dancing since the ancient time,
'Bronze dancing girl' showed the world of charms.
It's a 4,500 years old artifact,
As humankind dancing is the most beautiful act,
'Dancing gold award'is now the prime!
(Brian P.)
 
????'???????????????' ????????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
'????????? ' ????????????????
 
?????: ???????????????????? '?????????????' (Dancing girl) ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
??????????????????????????
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Darkness Of Spirit: ???????????????????????
 
My life is in the darkness;
Daily surviving is meaningless.
Materialism is like a disease;
Tear apart my spirit into piece,
My poor soul is in between living and death.
(Brian P.) 
?????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? 
???????????????????????????????????
(28/3/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Day Of Love
 
Wow! the season of Valentine
I wish you having love of all kinds
Only love can save life
Loving is means survive
For the Love is yours and mine.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;??????????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????-??????&quot;
(13/2/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Earth Is Like My Body: ???????????????
 
Oh! the earth is like my body
The fire warm up as electricity
Blood circulation as the water and ocean
But, loveless made them all aliens
While the air sustain just to breathe daily.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???! ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????&quot;
(24/9/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Expert Of Goat Arresting: ??????????????????????
 
Thai police is expert to arrest the goat;
Bribery is easily silence their throats.
The real culprit is still at large;
But they know how to keep themselves look smart,
It's the time for the taxpayer has to vote.
(Brian P.)  
 
'?????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????'
(4/2/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The First Morlam Carnival At The Stadium In Khon
Kaen: ???????????????????????????????? ? (6-7 May
2017)
 
The novel of Hug Morlam written with love
The music and culture are all above
Life of Isaan is so hard
Morlam is the great of art
Come to entertain and being dissolved!
(Brian P.)
 
'????????' ????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
 
'????????'?????????????????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
(5/52017)
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The Forbidden Shirt's Colour In Thailand:
???????????????
 
Once Yellow shirts toppled their elected government
Many coups were then the consequence
Once Red shirts killed by the army
Once Black shirts paid RIP the monarchy
Now Black shirts arrested as the opponent.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????&quot;
(11/9/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Freedom: ???????
 
True freedom is being outside the cage,
Open the mind and find the stage.
Early birds sharing their worm with love,
Justice with peace is refer to the dove,
Which more birds are now being encouraged.
(Brian P.) 
 
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
(25/8/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The International Yoga Day: ?????????? 21 June
 
The ancient science of mind and body;
Yoga practice will fulfill the harmony.
The well-being will be realized;
Spirit and soul will be recognized,
And ultimate goal of life will be Happy.
(Brian P.) 
 
?????????-?????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????
???????????????????????
(21/6/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Justice: ????????????
 
As justice is for a person;
the same is for each nation.
Global justice is what we need;
whereby good and bad set to meet,
Cosmic justice is a final decision.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(19/5/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Meaning Of Life: ?????????????????
 
What is the meaning of Life? ;
It's hardly to be recognized.
Surely, it is too short;
Waste time has been seen a lots,
Caring soul considered to be the best wise.
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????'
(22/2/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Owed Kiss: ??????????
 
I think I owe your kiss
You used to ask for one but I missed
When I recalled your lovely cheek
My passion was really weak
But you left me a fulfilled romantic sweet
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????'
(29/4/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The P.M. (Prime Minister) : ????????????
 
Being a human is a guilt, he said
Nothing else he's done wrong he guessed
He think he's a high qualified human
But, I think his mind need to be expanded
And honour himself as the PM. to dictate.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
(He; refered to Prayuth Chan O-cha, Thai PM.7/6/2018)
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The Pale Blue Dot: ???????????
 
Oh! the planet of pale blue dot,
Seen from away but inside you are hot.
The globe is overwhelmed with conflicts,
War or peace is hardly to predict,
As love and hatred mixed in the same pot.
(Brian P.)
 
???.??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????
???-??????????????????????
(17/8/2017)
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The Platinum Wedding Anniversary To The Queen
(Married 20 Nov 1947) : ?????? ?? ??
????????????????????????? ????? ?? ????????? ????
 
May your marriage be blessed with love and happy,
Long life long love for 70th wedding anniversary.
Her quality of tolerance in abundance has been seen,
As the nation and the world wishing the Queen,
Full of love and prosperous to Her Majesty.
(Brian P.)
 
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(24/1/2018)
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The Policeman Of Life.
 
The Policeman of Life: ???????????
 
'There are so many traffic signs;
Their routes led to confuse my mind;
I've been stuck with it.
The same as the culprit,
Arrested by the Policeman of life.'
(Brian P.) 
 
'????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????-???????????????????
???????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Powerful Names: ??????????????
 
Katrina, Irma, Maria, and Ophelia
They're all love to come over here.
Brian is also coming in the same form,
I hate them, they are all storm,
Even though their names are very dear.
(Brian P.)
 
'???????? ?????? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????'
(26/10/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Pressure: ?????
 
Political pressure in Thailand is high,
The junta prepared to suppress of all kinds.
Many Thai citizens lost their rights,
It seems no way out only to fight,
Oh! is it too much to bear for all Thais.
(Brian P.)
 
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???! ?????????????????????
(24/8/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Purpose Of Life: ????????????????
 
What is the life's truth?
As no one can be forever youth.
Being born, dead, old age and disease,
Life is always scarcely at ease,
Spirituality would be the best route.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????? ????? ???? ??? ???? ???
?????????????????????????????
(5/7/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Shortest Day: ????????????????????
 
Today is the shortest day
That`s timing in the UK
Cloudy with slightly rain and dark
A trouble in life is being remarked
 
But afternoon is warm and bright
Turning the crisis to ease and nice
Life seems to be happy
Only a short period and speedy
 
Oh! it`s overwhelmed with a long darkness
Miserable and discomfort taking place
Where would we take a refuge
Pains and suffering are so huge
That`s why we called for god and goddess.
 
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
 
???????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
 
??? ??????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????..???????????
(Cosmos ?????,22/12/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Siam Smile: ????????
 
'The Siam smile is being died out,
Their political voices won't be consulted.
It's the time of bitter smile and crying,
As the democratic is being shifted their wings!
Neither Cry nor Smile could be able to count.'
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????-??????? ???????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Sin Of Thai Rulers: ???????????????
 
Alas! Buddhist monks starving to protest;
A layman hang himself to death.
The rulers suppressed the human rights;
They just cornered people to fight,
And ignite the fire to spread.
(Brian P.) 
 
'??????! ???????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????'
(25/2/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Speech: ?????????
 
'His speech is 'Ending poverty and hunger';
His military rule is no ending of protesters.
Thai people are dying for democracy;
The government is dying for unity,
But human right need to be respected by rulers.'
 
(Brian P.)
 
'????? '?????????????????'
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????
...???????????????????????????...'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Stone Giant Jars: ?????????
 
Oh! Xiangkhoang the land of my dream,
Hai Hin, the stone-giant jars are the charming theme.
Indeed, it's our paradise,
The land of love and life,
So we left the giant jar of wine as it seemed.
(Brian P.) 
 
??? ?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????????
 
??? ????????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(15/9/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Storm: ????
 
It's too strong to be resisted,
The storm is that nobody needs.
It's a devastating of mind and body,
Where would you get a sympathy,
Oh my God! human is just a fragile piece!
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????? ???????????! '
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Stress: ??????????
 
They found that depression caused by stress
Due to accumulation of the waste
sweat, urine, and feces I suppose
But, IL-6, TNF, and CRP the researcher noted
I think Greedy, Anger and Ignorance are all in the case
(Brian P.) 
 
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(31/3/2017)
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The Trouble World: ????????????
 
We are living in the world of uncertainty,
Human kind trying to live in harmony.
Conflict is still among of us;
It may sometimes unable to discuss,
So the world is full of weaponry.
(Brian P.) 
 
????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
(30/7/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Troubled World: ????????????
 
The world is full of criminal
My friends had been shot
Life is so pains a lot
It's lucky for my survival
 
The world is full of diseases
My beloved one had been passed away
Life is just a short period of display
Luckily I'm still at ease
 
The world is full of conflicts
My fellows died in the battle
Life is so terrible
My lucky is hardly to predict
 
The world is full of material lovers
Many people are working hard to earn less
Oh! life is just the mess
Luckily I'm still poorer
 
The world is full of several faiths
Human morality is being challenged
Life should have been more strength
Luckily I'm still a seeker and waited.
(Brian P.2/7/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Truth And Morality: ??????????????????????
 
Morality is a matter of good and bad
The world is always driving you mad
So the truth is more important than moral
Indeed, it believed to be the eternal
Alas! no one knows is the very sad.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;??????????????????-????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????&quot;
(2/9/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Truth Of Life: ?????????????????
 
I think everyone likes the truth
Telling a lie is rude
But nobody is absolutely perfect
So faulty is need to be corrected
As to allow our life goes smooth!
 
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(Cosmos ?????,7/10/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The Wildfire: ?????
 
Oh! wildfire made things dry and death
Destroyed homes, human and pets
Love and life left only the ash
Please offer condolence, sympathy and cash
Whilst the firefighters using cool and wet.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???! ???????????????????????
???????????? ?? ????? ??????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????????&quot;
(14/11/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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The World Naked Gardening Day (6 May) :
???????????????????????
 
The first Saturday of May made surprise
Someone with no cloth walk in the paradise
Covered with sunshine whilst gardening
It's so beautiful as if the Eden rising
The naked body stealing my mind, Jesus Christ!
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????'
(7/5/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Thinking Of April Fools' Day: ????????????????
 
To conquer the world
You must conquer yourself
To fool the world
You'd face the worse
It's a curse when you fool yourself.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????&quot;
(2/4/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Time And Space: ????????????
 
It begins with a birth of time
Space or distance is primed
Life is then commenced
Death is the consequence
But, soul needs somewhere peacefully calm.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
(9/8/2018)
 
 
 
&quot;
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Time To Tell The Truth: ???????????????????????
 
Mad man pay no respect to the monks;
Thai rulers using power like being drunk.
People seeking their human rights and justice;
The junta suppressed the faith and free speech,
But, more free Thais are being sprung!
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????'
(27/2/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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To My Beloved Father: ????????????????????
 
Your love is always in my heart
Your kindness has never been discharged
I love you dad that's the way
Love you so much on the father's day
Forgive me if I failed you in the past.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????&quot;
(5/12/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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To My Beloved Mum: ????????????????????
 
Mother, I'm still owe you a lot,
Indeed life is too short.
Forgive me for my ignorance,
Being with you was no chance,
But my love has never been distorted.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(11/03/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Tristan And Iseult 4: ??????? ????? ?????? ?
 
Brush the mold from Yseult's hair and face:
    And you will find that swarthy furious gold
    Still smoldering under the blanket of black mold;
And you will find those eyelids frail as lace;
Eyes like blue stones washed in a windy place;
    That mouth whose glowing motion once controlled
    Cornwall and Lyonnesse; that throat as cold
As a long curve in water, white as a vase
Of moon-swept ivory: you will discover
    That body whose keen pallor was a sword
Unsheathed only for one lord and lover,
    Flashing only for one lover and lord:
Your eyes will blur to find with sharp surprise
Tears burning on her eyelids and her eyes!
 
~Yseult by Joseph Auslander (1924)
 
Yseult: ???????
 
????????? ???? ?? ?????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
 
??????? ??? ??????????????
??????????-???????????????????
?? ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
 
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
(In Thai by Brian P.3/9/2017)
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Tristan And Isolde 2: ??????? ????? ??????? ?
 
Oh! love was just around the corner,
My heart can be seized forever.
I suddenly became powerless,
My mind and body reached by the princess,
Our Love has been ignited by the Elixir.
(Brian P.)
 
???! ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????-??????????????
(23/9/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Tristan And Isolde 3: ??????? ????? ??????? ?
 
Oh! Isolde's heart set to depart her homeland,
Body for someone else but her love for Tristan.
Their free love was then being chained,
What the best way she could regain,
1500 years ago so witch's elixir was planned.
(Brian P.) 
 
'???! ??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????'
(28/9/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Tristan And Isolde: ??????? ????? ???????
 
Oh! our love is like Tristan and Isolde,
Passionate sweet hid like a cold.
How long do we have to wait for?
Love is like another folklore,
Life has passed, heart is now dead with no goal.
(Brian P.)
 
'???! ??????? ????? ?????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????'
(19/9/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Turkey Pad Thai: ??????????
 
'??????????..??????..????????????
??????? ????????? ???????
?????????..??????..?????????
??????????..??????????????'
 
I wish I could eat..Turkey,
As any attempted coup d'etat must flee.
But the coup welcome is among..Pad Thai..eaters
I wish I could change the ruler,
So Turkey Pad Thai is my new recipes!
(Brian P.)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Visakha Puja's Day(29/5/2018) : ????????????
 
Thank you for the light of Buddha
A remembrance day of Visakha
May I know your truth
Your Dhamma being understood
Please bless my soul to the nirvana.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(29/5/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Visakha Puja's Day: ????????????
 
Born, enlightened, and died were on the same full moon night;
Buddha was teaching the fact of life.
Being born to live is the suffering;
He found the way of reincarnation end,
Mindfulness with wisdom is the path of ultimate rights.
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????'
(10/5/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Visual Speech And Opposition:
???????????????????????
 
'Vision is an importance of the country,
Speech should be praised as the history.
Only shame yourself with blindly opposed,
Your eye opened, but the mind closed.
Please open both for the growth and prosperity.'
(Brian P.) 
 
'????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Waiting With Wet: ????????????
 
We have a secret appointment;
Our dating is prominent.
Waiting since morning till evening;
Dark cloud and now rain is coming,
My heart is now being soaked and dented.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????.........????????
???????????????......????????
??????????????.........??????????
???????????????????.....??????????
 
?????????????????......??????????
????????????????.....??????????
???????????????.....?????????
?????????????????....??????????
 
???????????????......?????????
????????????????.....???????????
???????????????????.......??????????
?????????????????....???????
 
??????????????.......????????
????????????????....????????
??????????????........???????????
?????????????????.....?????????
 
????????????????.......??????????
????????????????.......?????????
???????????????......?????????
?????????????????????...????????????
 
???????????????......???????????
?????????????????......?????????
?????????????????.........?????????
???! ??????????????...???????
(9/3/2017)
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Prayad Pantasri
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Walking On Friendship Road: ????????????????
 
From Bangkok to Khon Kaen planned to walk,
Military government won't allow to talk.
Political activists are being suppressed,
Thai people are now so stress,
The walkers like a dove, the officers like a hawk.
(Brian P.)
 
??????????-??????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
(23/1/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Warm Up With Love: ???????????
 
Frosty morning is overwhelmed with a dense fog;
Trembling cold and freezing like a rock.
Kindly warming is expected from heart;
The weather can be seen in the forecast,
Love can warm up all of bitter cold with no block.
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????'
(28/12/2016)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Warming Love: ?????????
 
&quot;Loving of our close relatives in life
Feeding yourself and others as to survive
Sometimes the world is so cruel
Merciful among ourselves is like a love dew
May God bless us all with love and kind&quot;
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????&quot;
(16/02/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Warning Signs From God: ??????????????
 
Oh! God is shaking the Earth
Many of us have already alerted!
He's warned us all with kind and love
Many still refused as mentioned above
But, floods, volcanoes and earthquake are like the curse!
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;???! ???????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????? ???? ?????????&quot;
(13/11/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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What Is Reconciliation? : ??????????????
 
Thai democracy has been arrested by military;
They claimed the act of peace keeping and security.
They took the right of people away;
They deterred the investors and dismay,
The best reconciliation is a returning of democracy.
(Brian P.) 
 
'????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????'
(20/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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When Love Lost: ???????????
 
???...?? ????? ?????????????????????
???...???????????????????????????????
???????????...?????????????????
????????????...?????????????
??????...???????????????????????
???????...??????????????????
???...??????????????????????????
???...??????????????????????
???...??????????????????????????
???...???????????????????????????
??...???????????????????????
??????...??????????????????????”
When love lost;
 
The days have been long gone.
I was so happy thinking of the time when we still young.
When we were a young couple to be recalled happily.
And it will never be gone from the world of my changeable memory.
 
Now it is remaining only a memory of love.
Being older it is hard to hold on to the past.
You are no longer beside my heart.
My precious love has been lost.
 
You left me alone to dream in my own way.
Having departed and never to see my sadness.
Farewell, you will never comeback
This world is worthless without your love.”
(P. Pantasri, April 2006)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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White Christmas: ????????????????
 
White Christmas is finally arrived,
Heavy snow, road closed, power cut, Jesus Christ!
I wish you luck and safe,
I begged climate kindly behave,
Hope everyone be content and survive.
(Brian P.)
 
&quot;????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????&quot;
(27/12/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Why Am I Here? : ?????????????????
 
Why am I being here?
It seems to be my new place
Many people are not familiar
I'm a subject to treat and test
 
What is happening to my body?
The mobility appear to be less
It take away my short term memory
Forgive me I've done a lot of mess
 
I couldn't think of the words
Everything seems to be complicated
I'm being continually urged
They told me you are late
 
Why am I wondering?
I have no more own selfness
They said you are confusing
I'm listening, but don't know
 
Still don't know!
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
????????????????..?????????! '
(6/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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William Shakespeare's 400th (26 April 1564-23 April
1616: ????? ??? ?????????????????????????????
 
The Great poet William Shakespeare,
His name is world well-known and admired,
The theater was enchanted with a great playwright.
'Romeo & Juliet' was a love & tragedy archive,
Incredible alive even he died for 400 years!
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????
 
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????-???
??????-??????? ?????????
?????????????????????? ??? ??'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Wimbledon Tennis Tournament:
??????????????????????????
 
It's the time to test your strength;
The world invited you to face a challenge.
Struggle, endurance, lost, and tears;
Pride, triumph, humble and cheers,
Next years Wimbledon tennis is your revenge.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??? ??? ?????????????????
???????????????????????
(18/7/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Wish to draw or to be drawn: ?????????????????
 
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????'
 
'Painting for me, don't be shy
Smiling, you're so kind
As all of mine is being drawn before your Eyes! '
 
Cambridge don Victoria Bateman has told of why
she bared all for a nude portrait which she hopes
will raise important questions about the portrayal
of women.
(Cambridge News,15 May 2014)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Wish To See My Father: ????????????????
 
I know life is not long enough
Sometimes it's very tough
My mum passed away when I was a child
I wish to see my dad before I die
As illness treated me like a sleeping rough.
(Brian P.)
 
????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(9/6/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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World Health Day: ????????????
 
World... is the time of pandemic
Health... is in the crisis of chronic
N eeding... more medical support
H and washing as a health resource
S ocial distancing has to be very restrict.
 
&quot;??????????????????????????
???????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????..??????????&quot;
(7/4/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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World Kidney Day: ???????? (12 March 2015)
 
If the exhaust is for car body;
So the human is needing kidney;
The exhaust can be replaced.
The kidney can be donated;
It can be needed as emergency.
(sri)
 
'??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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World Refugee Day (20th June) : ???????????????
 
Many people come to terms with dismay
As if the whole life is being betrayed
When they have to be displaced
Their relatives disappeared and dead
So why we honor the world refugee day!
 
&quot;????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
????????????????????????&quot;
(Cosmos ?????,20/06/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Yoga Of Bliss: ??????????
 
Oh! my soul is yearning for bliss;
But, all of my desires is obsoleted.
I couldn't get a joyfully dance;
When mental/physical lust is so arrogant,
Then spiritual yoga has to be in practice.
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????'
(19/1/2017)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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You Are Leaving: ????????
 
How much I love you darling?
Someone else make you leaving.
Sadly, I've lost my heart;
As if my body torn apart,
Deep sorrow is now flowing.
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????
?????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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Zodiac Sign Of Happiness: ??????????????
 
The zodiac sign would be affected my fate;
Good and Bad would be line ahead.
Thank God I'm still alive;
Unlucky has never been invited,
All the time welcome is only happiness.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????
??-???????????????????????
??????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(27/12/2016)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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????????????????: Reincarnation
 
Oh! Reincarnation is a suffering;
It made my soul for travelling.
Buddha known how to rest! ;
The key of happiness.
But, I am still struggling.
 
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
(Brian P.)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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?????????????: Which One?
 
'????????????? ?????
??????? ???????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????'
 
Who will be the next president of USA?
Brexit is good or bad for the UK?
Fighting is still going on in the middle east,
But the whole world is really need the peace.
Which one, Thai democracy or monarchy is on the way?
(Brian P.)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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?????????????..???: Please Love Come First
 
Is it the World lack of Love?
Is it this Nation without Dove?
Alas! cruel hearts are there.
No one doesn't seem to care.
But precious Life must be prior above.
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????...??????????????????
??????????????????????????????'
..... _.....
 
'??????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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?????????????????: Parijat On Earth
 
Oh! my heavenly Parijat tree,
Please take away a suffering from me.
All earthly material is the causes,
That why the human life is so exhausted.
Hopefully, the Parijat could set us all Free!
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????..???????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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??????????: Feeling
 
# ??????????: Feeling #
 
Tiredness made me to take a rest;
Lonliness made me leave the nest;
I'm proud of my beauty.
Flying, I'm ready;
Worriness will only be my test.
 
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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?????????: I Love You Dad
 
'Your Love has never been faded away,
You are also in my mind every day.
Life is so uncertainty;
Without you is tragedy,
'I Love You Dad', that I'd like to say.'
 
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????
?????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????
...'?????????'...????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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????? ????????????????????: Japanese Letter To Thai
Pm
 
Japanese-Thai Buddhist Association sent a letter;
Requesting Thai PM to be considered.
The abbot of Dhammakaya temple is very ill,
Please postpone the prosecution as his will.
Unjustified accusation is attracted more sympathizers.
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????'
(10/12/2016)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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??????????????????: The Bliss And My Sin
 
Where can I get a human bliss?
It's hardly found like a desert's oasis.
I followed a religion as the path,
Destination searching is quite hard,
As my sin has yet to be diminished!
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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?????????????????: Story By Fireplace
 
'????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????'
 
Christmas time story, which one is my favourite,
It's 'Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,
I like his extremely courage.
I like his almost perfectly honest,
But the death may shake one's mind to fight.
(Brian P.)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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??????????: The Fatal Earthquake!
 
Oh! No I do know you are the Great!
When my beloved one is all dead!
Yes, you are the Earth!
I have been badly hurt!
The fatal Earthquake has been made!
(May all precious lives RIP)
(P. Pantasri)
 
'??! ?????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????? '???' ????????????????
?????????????????????????'
 
(???????????????????????????????????????????????????????)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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????????????? (??????) : Krishna-Radha On Mars
 
It's like a sculpture of Krishna-Radha on the Mars,
Love of God has been touched every stars.
Indeed, he is the creator of cosmos,
All entities and Love he is the only source.
Alas! the God-human bonding is now being barred.
(Brian P.) 
 
'?????-????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????..?????????
?????????????????????????
 
???????? ????? ?? ??????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????-??????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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??????????????????: Beirut Explosion
 
&quot;Alas! several lives have been lost
When the explosive is the cause
All of Lebanese is in pain and grieve
Building without men as if tree with no leaf
May you soon recovery and blessed by God.&quot;
 
&quot;??????! ????????????????????
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????&quot;
(6/8/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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??????????: The Day Of Labour's Money
 
It`s a day of labour
As we all work together
But it`s not the same salary
So it hardly make us all happy
May be much money need to offer.
(Brian P.)
 
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
(1/5/2019)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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???????????: Writer's Day
 
Oh! It's a writer's day
But I've got nothing to say
I just can't read
My eye sight seeking to treat
Well done you've got writing award anyway.
(Brian P.)
 
???????????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????????
(5/5/2018)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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????????????: Happy New Year
 
To..Everyone who may read this message;
 
'???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????
 
??????????????????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????
??????????????????????????'
 
'Wishing you a merry Christmas & Happy New Year;
As the end of calendar is very near;
May all of your wishes come true.
Happiness is always for you,
Traditional Four praises are for all, my dear.'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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????????????: Is It Honest Media Exist?
 
What is your favourite media?
Independent or influenced by the mafia.
You have a right to know the fact,
No one wish anyone hide their acts.
So, I prefer its accurate and clear.
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????
??????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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??????????????????????: Happy April Fool'sday
 
I wish I could be a mechanic with no tools,
Be a good swimmer with no swimming pool,
I wish I could be enlightened with no effort,
All achievements obtained only by thoughts,
Because today is the April fools!
(Brian P.)
 
'??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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???????????????????: Happy Songkran's Day
 
Ganges river is only heavenly water on Earth planet;
It's originated by God, regard as a sacred.
Thai Songkran's day to pay respect using water,
So may I wet you all like a well wisher,
As if the Ganges river is all over the places!
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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??????? ? ???????????: The Second People's Plaque Of
Thailand
 
It's a symbol of Thai people's plaque
The spell of monarchy & dictatorship that they can break
As the commoners demanding to change the rule
Many have been jailed or deadly cruel
Even a nation is belong to them, not the monarchy as the fake!
 
&quot;??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
????=???????????????????????????! &quot;
(21/9/2020)
 
Prayad Pantasri
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???????????????: A Period Of Transition
 
'A transitional period is on the way,
As the season turns for coming days.
All regimes awaiting to be changed,
As a personal life facing a challenge,
While the world of drama is being played.'
(Brian P.)
 
'???????????????????????????????
?????? ????????? ????????????
???????????????????????
?????????????????????? '
 
Prayad Pantasri
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???????: A Former Fiance
 
My former fiance is happily settled,
We have had a time of uncomfortable;
She is now very much sweet.
My heart is so hardly beat! ,
Alas! it's impossible to be a couple.
(Brian P.)
 
'?????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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???????????: The Horse Of Love
 
Oh! my dear horse like goddess,
Your wholeheartedly love is so impressed.
Only given love, no more exhausted;
With fully galloped, of course,
Willing to reward the Love with Death!
(Brian P.)
 
'????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????'
 
Prayad Pantasri
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